Scientific legacy workflows are often developed over many years, poorly documented and implemented with scripting languages. In the context of our cross-disciplinary projects we face the problem of maintaining such scientific workflows. This paper presents the Workflow Instrumentation for Structure Extraction (WISE) method used to process several ad-hoc legacy workflows written in Python and automatically produce their workflow structural skeleton. Unlike many existing methods, WISE does not assume input workflows to be preprocessed in a known workflow formalism. It is also able to identify and analyze calls to external tools. We present the method and report its results on several scientific workflows.
Introduction
Scientific discovery is supported by countless scientific workflows describing wet or digital data processes. Once only recorded in laboratory notebooks, workflows are too often only kept as the program used to implement them. Yet these workflows overgo multiple revisions and each revision may not only be poorly documented but erase the previous state of the workflow program, breaking continuity with existing data. Datasets collected with these various versions of the workflow are difficult to integrate and maintain. The need for technology to record scientific workflows and support their life cycle from their design, implementation, execution, and reuse remains poorly addressed by current systems. The Workflow Instrumentation for Structure Extraction (WISE) method can process an ad-hoc legacy workflow written in Python and automatically produce its structural skeleton which can be used for semantic mapping and indexing.
storing the pipeline process which created it. During development, data exploration provides core insight. This can be enhanced by providing better tools for iterative development (e.g., parameter sweep); a user may interact with a tree representing different cumulative changes [28] . The Ediflow platform [15] enables the convergence of visual analytics and workflows in creating workflow visualization processes by integration of a persistent Database Management System (DBMS). A second focus is on providing a live interface between a DBMS and a visualization system to enable change propagation [15] .
The analysis of traces of workflow execution is also studied. For instance, Bao et al. [29] give a method for differencing executions to understand control flow in provenance. They define the differencing problem as the computing of a list of transformation between two traces which adhere to a workflow specification. Workflows are specified in so-called series-parallel (sp) workflow format, which is comprised of a sp-graph [30] , a model for program controls and dataflows, annotated with information about looping and forking. This was implemented in PDiffView [31] , a graphical application which imports workflows into a sp-workflow format, generates valid runs, and then shows the operations in differencing them. PDiffView differs from our work as it focuses on comparing structure between executions, not extracting executions or comparing elements within an execution to identify the overall structure.
Provenance tracking has been addressed for Python based systems in several ways. One way to track provenance is by enabling the user to define explicitly the dataflow using a provenance application programming interface (API) [32] . This approach is intrusive because the workflow must be engineered to use the API. IncPy [33] is a non-intrusive and low level approach which replaces the standard Python interpreter with one designed to catch automatically the result of functions as they are called. Starflow [34] provides a data analysis environment at the level of a Python's interactive interpreter. Using a combination of static analysis, dynamic analysis, and user annotations, Starflow builds a dependency graph of functions in terms of the files and folders they use. Based on the dependency graph, Starflow detects changes in functions or input and so determines what functions must be reexecuted. ProvenanceCurious [35] provides a method to extract provenance from a Python program for debugging. From a Python file, ProvenanceCurious constructs a provenance graph from the syntax of the program while interacting with the user to annotate elements with information on file access. The provenance graph, similar to a program dependency graph, is refined using a number of graph rewriting rules to propagate properties between nodes, thus making some redundant and so removable. Once a provenance graph has been extracted, ProvenanceCurious supports analyzing, and querying, the dataflow of that program's execution. noWorkflow [26] provides a non-intrusive and systematic way to collect provenance information in a general Python program. Like Starflow, noWorkflow is file centric, but, unlike Starflow, it is based on programs instead of interactive development. During workflow execution, functions are tracked if they are user created or if they are part of the standard library and involve accessing a file. The result is source code indexed for functions, function parameters, data files; all of which are stored in a local database. noWorkflow then provides analysis functionality with this provenance database: graph analysis, difference analysis, and query analysis. noWorkflow captures version information for external modules as well as environment variables; these help to fully define the execution environment. Although these provenance methods track data in a workflow, and factors leading to their computation, they do not support data in external tools to produce the full dataflow structure, or, reducing the complexity of the dataflow.
The WISE method presented and discussed in this paper captures the dataflow of an ad-hoc workflow (i.e., a provenance graph) through its execution and abstracts it with a process for simplifying repetitive regions. An instrumentation engine processes the workflow to produce an instrumented workflow, which is then executed on an input. The log produced by the execution then undergoes trace analysis to produce a file-based provenance graph. The dataflow of the graph is examined for equivalent regions, which are collected into a singular unit. The workflow is thus characterized in terms of its treatment of the sample input. This representation provides a data-centric view of the ad-hoc workflow's structure, demonstrating its essential behavior, and which may be used for other purposes such as rewriting or transformation.
Method
The overall method is summarized in Figure 1 . Legacy workflows are first processed automatically with WISE [36] . The tool, user manual and related material, as they become available, are published on the project Web site 2 . The output of WISE is a workflow implementation with an explicit structure that can be uploaded in the ProtocolDB database. Each tool that is used in the workflow implementation is registered in the semantic map where it is mapped to its corresponding concepts. That will allow the mapping of the implementation workflow to a conceptual workflow expressed in the terms of a domain ontology. The conceptual workflow is stored in the design component of the ProtocolDB database. In ProtocolDB 3 , a workflow becomes data which can be queried and searched. We illustrate the overall WISE method in Figure 2 . The first step of the WISE method is to produce an instrumentation of the workflow. Workflow instrumentation is the process of adding elements (i.e., code instructions) to monitor and record behavior during workflow execution. The instrumented workflow is an equivalent workflow which produces a log at run time, containing information on its interactions with the file system. The instrumentation is transparent to the execution in the sense that it does not affect any part of the dataflow and only monitors the relevant calls with a wrapper which intercepts functions when they are executed by the workflow's flow control, records their parameters, and returns control to the standard library. Such an instrumentation produces a description of the workflow structure in terms of calls to tools, algorithms and methods, for a given execution. A workflow instrumentation thus provides a layer between the workflow and the language libraries. This first automated step is the only one that depends on the programming language (here Python). The second step is to analyze a trace produced by the execution of the instrumented workflow to construct a dataflow graph as well as a library of application resources. The nodes of the dataflow graph represent events recorded in the trace and the edges correspond to file dependencies. The library is the list of tools identified in the trace and usage profiles which can be checked for equivalence and define a list of ports. A usage profile also includes information on which program is to be executed and the manner in which its system command may be generated. This additional information is only needed when a tool command is to be actually executed. When events such as a system call, or accessing a file, occur when executing the instrument workflow, they are recorded within the file system state. The execution of the instrument workflow produces an event log which can be analyzed to determine data dependencies. The dataflow graph is created by analyzing file system changes in the context of the commands being executed. This graph represents the file dependencies for events and can provide an initial workflow structure.
Steps one and two were presented in more details in [37] . Tracing by WISE is similar to data provenance methods (e.g., [34, 26] ), while dataflow abstraction is similar to methods for reducing workflow complexity (e.g., [38, 39] ). The WISE approach differs from the latter method in the sense that it can operate on workflows not limited to those represented with a specific workflow format such as sp-graph models. Moreover, WISE performs without any knowledge of the workflow specification.
The third step is an equivalence analysis of the concrete data dependency graph using the resource library (not shown in Figure 2 ). Recall that an usage profile contains information on the inputs, outputs, and parameters, used by a program with a specific hash. They represent a cer-tain tool being executed in a specific manner. Invocations using the same profile are guaranteed to be identical. Thus, profiles define a basic level of equivalence. However, profile equivalence is not a necessary condition for two commands to be semantically equivalent. Two commands may be semantically equivalent when viewed at a level of abstraction above execution. Equivalent transformation consists in identifying and merging all similar events into a more abstract data dependency graph. The abstraction process focuses on identifying repetitive regions and replacing them with simpler graphical elements that designate the repetition. Two nodes may be equivalent taken in isolate but not in the context of the entire workflow. That is, the data they produce may be transformed in different ways before the completion of the execution. This second type of equivalence, called flow equivalence, is also addressed by WISE. This process preserves the exact structure of the execution.
The final step consists in simplifying the overall graph to produce a skeleton of the abstract data dependency graph. Skeletonization consists of the removal of parallel edges and all graphical elements denoting repetition. The graph is simplified by rewriting all nodes and profiles to take a set of inputs and have exactly one output. Then, all parallel edges are removed. If a node designates a repetition, then it is removed and a dependency added between each of its predecessors and successors. This preserves the connectedness of the graph. The workflow skeleton can then be semantically indexed by identifying the resources recorded by WISE in the library and use their conceptual representation in a semantic map where each resource is registered with its input and output as a labeled edge between its complex datatypes all mapped to a domain ontology [5] . The workflow may then be expressed as an implementation workflow in the ProtocolDB formalism mapped to a conceptual workflow which captures the aim of the workflow in the terms of a domain ontology [4] .
Implementation and Evaluation
The trace engine and dataflow reconstruction programs were developed and executed on Python 2.7.6 and Xubuntu 14.04. Performance evaluations were performed on a virtual machine with an Intel 2500K (at 4.5Ghz), 4GB RAM, and a 30GB hard drive. All instrumented workflows and trace analyses were run on CPython 2.7.6. Workflow traces were performed in a virtualized filesystem for reproducibility. Workflows were installed using the instructions specified in their respective readme files.
Our application domain is structural biology and, in particular, protein structure. In addition to the analysis on an in-house workflow such as SPROUTS, we evaluate our method on a dataset of workflows developed by other groups. We collected legacy scientific workflows on GitHub 5 , a free provider of GIT source code hosting for open source projects. GitHub was searched for workflows with the keywords 'python protein workflow' and 'python protein pipeline'. The term 'python' helps to identify repositories with missing or incorrect language tags by matching readme files or documentation. The search is confined to the domain of protein analysis using 'protein'. Some repositories storing workflows are labeled 'pipeline'. The queries returned several hundred results that we filtered as follows. We first selected workflows that were written in Python, and published with a sample input file; removing hybrid workflows (not fully orchestrated in Python). We considered the workflows that presented some complexity with at least four tools. The complexity was determined by reading the instruction file made available with the workflow and tool dependencies at execution when the workflow failed to install or run them. Finally, we limited the selection to one workflow per author (GitHub user) to avoid potentially similar designs. While not representative of all scientific workflows, the selection process was designed to minimize bias in an effort to assemble a (small) random sample. In this paper, we report on the first four workflows meeting our requirements: hybseqpipeline [41] , a sequence assembly workflow for Illumina reads, Inmembrane [42] which checks if a bacterial protein codes for a surface-exposed region, miR-PREFeR [43] which predicts plant microRNA from RNA sequences, and pycoevol [44] which analyzes the coevolution of a pair of proteins.
The characteristics of the workflows are the number of lines of code (LOC), the number of lines of comments in the code (C), the number of tools invoked (T), the sample input size (I) expressed as number of concept (e.g., a protein) instances, and the type of information comprised in the workflow description (D). The characteristics of the test workflows are listed in Table 1 . In addition to the four workflows retrieved from GitHub, we included Protein Synthesis, a simple workflow designed to apply the protein synthesis process to a number of sequences, that we used to illustrate our method in the user manual, and SPROUTS. Workflows from GitHub, and SPROUTS, revealed more dynamic language features, and data driven configuration, than their functionality would suggest. The former is partially due to the use of Python that unintentionally invokes dynamic language features [22] .
Comments covered from 7% to 22% of the Python code. All of the GitHub workflows included a README file which discussed the overall purpose of the workflow and the tools utilized. Only SPROUTS gave a top-level graph of the interactions between tools, although Pycoevol included a conceptual overview. All of test workflows use external tools to carry out their analysis. This is problematic for existing Python provenance methods (e.g., ProvenanceCurious, StarFlow, noWorkflow) because they lack support for tracking external tools. Indeed, existing methods track direct file access and function calls but neglect the dataflow produced by external tools. In contrast, with WISE all direct file access is tracked in addition to external tools. Tool execution is tracked to determine how the tool interacted with the filesystem and how the Although we recorded all tools listed in workflow documentations and comments for validation, WISE does not require prior knowledge of external tools. WISE discovers the tools, stores them as resources, and assigns them nodes in the skeleton of the abstract data dependency graph automatically for workflow indexation and mapping. Note that the number of tools used by miR-PREFeR is not precised because it uses samtools, a collection containing multiple tools.
Comments range from well documented (e.g., a description of every function is given) in Inmembrane and Pycoevol, to descriptive in miR-PREFeR and HybSeqPipeline, extremely sparse in Protein Synthesis, and incomplete in SPROUTS. SPROUTS was developed by several students over eight years. Its comments were written in two languages (French and English 6 ) and were not maintained, therefore they often do not describe the workflow code accurately. Like many in-house legacy workflows, SPROUTS and Protein Synthesis were not meant to be publicly released. This explains that their code was poorly commented and documented. When a workflow is aimed at public release from its early development stage such as those retrieved from GitHub, comments and documentation are likely more accurate and informative. When the documentation includes a graphical representation of the workflow, we use the graph provided by the workflow authors to evaluate and compare with the abstract representation produced by WISE.
The input size (see column I in Table 1 ) is used to predict the level of parallelism of the workflow execution. The execution of a workflow that may run on a single instance with an input sample containing several instances will likely display significant parallelism. Although some workflows demonstrate parallel dataflow, they are implemented in a sequential manner. WISE is expected to capture such hidden parallelism. The parallelism revealed by an abstracted workflow shows how performance can be improved significantly when the input dataset contains several instances.
The input of Protein Synthesis is a set of sequences in FASTA format. The input of HybSeqPipeline is a set of sequences of different proteins in a single FASTA file. The input of Inmembrane is one or more bacterial genes (and a parameters file which indicates if it is a gram-or gram+ strain). The input of Pycoevol is a pair of proteins. The input of miR-PREFeR is one or more small RNA-Seq data samples of the same species. The input of SPROUTS is a protein. We run the WISE method on the six workflows using their sample data files: a set of genes for Protein Synthesis, a set of 44 sequences for HybSeqPipeline, a set of 1,702 sequences for Inmembrane, a pair of proteins for Pycoevol, a set of three sequences for miR-PREFeR, and a single protein for SPROUTS. We report on the results of the WISE method in Section 5 and its performance in Section 6.
Results
The WISE method produced a complete dataflow graph for Protein Synthesis, HybSeqPipeline, Inmembrane, and SPROUTS. A dataflow graph is complete when it provides unambiguous sources for each intermediate dependency, that is, all dataflow for tool execution is known. The dataflow graph for HybSeqPipeline contains 512 nodes with edges to 3,065 files. HybSeqPipeline is a workflow designed to control the execution of tools and the paths to files that they read or write. Therefore it does not modify the contents of files directly. In contrast, WISE produces only 55 nodes with edges to 3,713 files on Inmembrane although its code has 759% more lines than HybSeqPipeline. All nodes correspond to external bioinformatics tools with the exception of a series of internal nodes reading each result produced by a single internal event which produces an output. (See Section 5.1 for detailed results for Inmembrane.) The results for SPROUTS display a similar scale with 60 nodes and 3,719 edges. Several of the nodes are internal commands, they represent sanity checking of data. Some workflow executions contain unused nodes. Workflows may create tool nodes without file dependencies when they are checking whether a tool is installed.
The results of the WISE method are reported in Table 2 . Each instrumented workflow is listed with its size in terms of lines of code (ILOC), exclusive of tools, and the number of raw dataflow graph elements (i.e., nodes and edges) produced by WISE. The abstraction retains all of the tool nodes which were discovered by the dataflow construction and which were found by reading the associated readme files. mented and assumptions about file system use. Pycoevol makes use of web services to download files, however, the library used to access services is not yet tracked by our implementation. miR-PREFeR uses the assigned temporary folder of the computer executing it for processing. Because the folder is outside of the workflow, the dataflow within it is not tracked by the implementation. In both case, the recovered dataflow graph includes annotations about missing data required by specific nodes.
For all workflows but Pycoevol and miR-PREFeR, WISE is able to discover all the tools which were given in the workflow's description. WISE also discovers tools (e.g., data preparation scripts), typically custom made for the workflow, which are not in its description (e.g., SPROUTS: 7 graph generators, 1 output formatter, 1 output validator, and 2 data uploaders).
Inmembrane
Inmembrane determines whether a bacterial protein sequence may include coding for a surfaceexposed region. Inmembrane is documented by a readme file which discusses the workflow's purpose and usage, as well as a published research paper describing the workflow's science and software architecture. The input is processed with a suite of tools: HMMER (a.k.a., nmmsearch) uses probabilistic models called profile hidden Markov models (profile HMMs) [45] , SignalP uses neural networks trained on separate sets of prokaryotic and eukaryotic sequences and a hidden Markov model algorithm to identify signal peptides and their cleavage sites [46] , LipoP predicts lipoproteins out of signal peptides [47] , and TMHMM predicts transmembrane helices in proteins [48] . The results from each tool are used to produce a summary spreadsheet and citations list. Each tool is documented with version information and a web link. Neither the readme file, nor the workflow publication, provide a graphical view of the relation between inputs and data. They do not mention conditions for running tools or how tools use the input.
We apply WISE to the Inmembrane workflow with the input file AE004092.fasta and the gram+ option (used in the documentation). WISE produces a graph composed of 55 nodes with edges for 3,713 files. All nodes are produced by tools with the exception of a series of internal nodes reading each result produced by a single internal event which produces an output. An additional two nodes represent a pair of internal events to write the summary and citation list.
The concrete and abstract data dependency graphs are respectively displayed in Figures 3 and  4 . (These figures are not aimed to be read in the paper but rather to display the overall graphical characteristics of the graph.) Figure 3 displays a graph with two types of nodes: the circles indicate a command (i.e., executing a tool) whereas a box represents an internal reading or writing of a file. At the top and reading from left to right, the first node represents the workflow run, the second the access to the library, the remaining nodes correspond to which, a Linux command which locates an executable. (This particular workflow uses which to determine whether each of the four tools it uses is installed.) The second layer of the graph displays 17 tool nodes (that act on a file). Note that the 8 th node represent a copy operation (it records the input file to include it as part of the output) and is not a tool. The three disconnected nodes displayed on the right side are, again, external command running which. The graph overall displayed seems to indicate that the workflow is parallel. This is the characteristics that the abstraction is aiming at capturing to simplify the workflow data dependency graph. Once the abstraction algorithm is applied, the simplification is dramatic and all similar 11 nodessimilar because instances of a single tool TMHMM -are combined into one as illustrated in Figure 4 . The abstraction step makes it easier to see that a single tool is executed many times, each time combining the same input file with a different file from the library. The other tools occur only once and directly take the input and process it. At this point, the graph still retains more information than is strictly necessary to understand the workflow and map it to a domain ontology. The preliminary skeletonization method is shown in Figure 5 . The graph simplifies the abstract data dependency graph for easier reading. The skeleton graph indicates the same information as the abstract data dependency graph but is more human readable. If the implicit data dependencies for the creation of the spreadsheet and citation files were added, then edges would occur from nodes 62, 71, 74, and 77, displayed as rectangle nodes labeled by WF INT READ at the bottom of Figure 5 , to both 80 and 81, the two rectangular nodes labeled WF INT WRITE at the right top of Figure 5 . WF INT READ nodes represent events when the workflow is reading a file whereas nodes WF INT WRITE denote events when the workflow is saving data in a file. Nodes 62, 71, 74, and 77 are events created when the workflow opened the result produced by each of the four tools. The information contained in these files is then used to produce a summary spreadsheet, saved in event 80, and a finding listing citation information, saved in event in 81.
The final abstraction steps consists of the mapping of all four command nodes labeled by COMMAND corresponding to the tools hmmsearch, signalp, LipoP, and tmhmm, respectively. The four tools are on parallel branches of the workflow skeleton and are mapped to the algebraic expression (hmmsearch ⊕ (signalp ⊕ (LipoP ⊕ tmhmm))) using the ProtocolDB formalism and illustrated in Figure 6 . In ProtocolDB, workflows are designed top-down. First a a workflow is defined as a workflow task. This task can then be split into two subtasks with either the parallel operator (i.e. ⊕) or the sequence operator (i.e. ⊗). Here the workflow is first split with the operator ⊕ to denote two parallel branches: one for the tool hmmsearch and one for the rest of the workflow. An intermediate mapping of the workflow would be (hmmsearch ⊕ t 1 ), where t 1 denotes an intermediate subtask. The workflow task t 1 can also be split with either ⊗, the sequence operator, or ⊕, the parallel operator. Here it is split into two parallel branches and the workflow can be mapped to the intermediate expression (hmmsearch ⊕ (signalp ⊕ t 2 )), and so on until all workflow tasks are bioinformatics tools. 
SPROUTS
SPROUTS is one of the legacy ad-hoc workflows developed with our collaborators. Like many legacy scientific workflows it is partially described in the articles where it is published. SPROUTS performs predictions using a suite of computational tools to examine the impact of point mutations on protein structure. The input to the workflow is either a PDB ID, used to retrieve raw input files, or a raw files themselves. The input is processed with eight different tools: MUPro, DFIRE, I-Mutant (4 versions), FOldX, and MIR. Documentation does not discuss the internal workflow architecture or custom tools. Internally, results from each tool are read to produce both a graph and uploadable SQL file. The SQL file is then uploaded for each tool if the tool generated correct output.
SPROUTS is often illustrated with protein 1ASU (PDB code), however the execution on this input takes several hours. For the purpose of reducing run-time, WISE is run on SPROUTS with the PDB code 1LFC, a peptide (β hairpin) of 25 amino acids. The dataflow graph for this execution, displayed in Figure 7a , seems to indicate that SPROUTS is a parallel workflow with some regions with disconnected nodes. Recall that WF INT READ nodes represent events when the workflow is reading a file whereas nodes WF INT WRITE denote events when the workflow is saving data in a file. In some occurrences, the two events are implicitly related, that is a file is opened, the workflow performs some function and then writes the results in the file. Such a function acts as an implicit tool, that is a part the workflow's code which makes up an internal tool. Since the trace depends on the manipulation of files by tools, it does not represent the logic internal to the workflow. Although a workflow may read or write in a file, WISE cannot yet determine the manipulation applied and its dependencies. The regions in a workflow between internal read and write events can be examined to determine if they are independent (e.g., taking only parameters) from the rest of the workflow. The internal events corresponding to such regions can be refactored into a proper tool representation. This can be seen as a problem of program slicing [49] where the portion of a program which some variable depends on must be determined. Here the goal is to determine exactly the part of the workflow orchestrational program which corresponds to an internal tool that manipulates files.
We illustrate the result of processing implicit tools in Figure 7b . Post-processing for implicit tools consists in merging an incoming read event with an outcoming write event on a file. In the dataflow graph, five new implicit tools with both input and output were created by merging the internal commands 10 and 11, 17 and 18/19, 23 and 14, 28 and 30, and 101 and 102. Dependencies were also added between nodes 3 and 7/8/9 to indicate that the job encodes information required to download the initial data files. Had SPROUTS run on local files instead of retrieving a file online with an ID, this step would have been unnecessary. The graph displayed in Figure 7b is shown to illustrate the process. WISE abstraction step does not require such post-processing.
The three nodes labeled wget in the middle top of the graph indicate three instances of the tool used to download three separate input files from the ID in the job file. The file resulting from one of these downloads (left most) flows through a two node validation process (152, 153) before reaching MUPro, DFIRE, I-Mutant (4 versions), and FoldX. The file also undergoes one more formatting step (151) before being passed to MIR. The other two files require no validation and are directly used by the tools that need them. One can observe that one tool (MIR) is treated differently than the others, its output is directly read by the workflow (for uploading). The other tools generate output that goes to two other commands, insert result.py and a parser. The data from each parse is then read by a series of internal events, which validate the file and then upload it. One of the tools, DFIRE, failed to run properly during this execution, reason why its output does not reach the command populateDB.py.
The WISE method is applied to the dataflow graph displayed in Figure 7a to produce the abstract data dependency graph displayed in Figure 8 . The overall logical organization of the workflow is now appearing to the human eye. One can see that the output of each tool is being processed in the same way. The graph includes multiple nodes with the same label, insert result.py. All these nodes refer to the same script, because the parameters given are different in each instance they cannot be combined. The skeleton of the abstract data dependency graph is displayed in Figure 9a . Only the mapping to ProtocolDB formalism (see algebraic expression in Figure 9b ) will remove the interactions with the files and database such as nodes labeled with insert result.py. The seven first tools implement the conceptual task point mutation stability prediction whereas only MIR implements the conceptual task residue interaction as shown in Figure 9c . In ProtocolDB, many workflow implementation may be mapped to the same workflow design (i.e., conceptual workflow expressed in the terms of a domain ontology). In the case of SPROUTS all former versions of SPROUTS, and in particular those using older versions of the tools, can be stored in the database and linked to the same expression shown in Figure 9c . ProtocolDB aims at expressing queries such as retrieve all workflows that perform point mutation stability prediction which would retrieve all versions of SPROUTS as well as all the stability tools registered in the semantic map (a tool is a workflow composed of a single task). By using navigation in the domain ontology, a conceptual relationship such as point mutation stability prediction may be the specialization of a more general conceptual relationship such as point mutation prediction where other prediction methods of the impact of a mutation on the structure could be mapped. ProtocolDB queries aims at exploiting the structure of the domain ontology captured in the semantic map to answer queries. The instrumentation of the workflow has an impact on the execution time. The execution times of the original and instrumented versions of the workflows on the inputs described in Table 1 are listed in columns I and D of Table 3 (in seconds). The impact of instrumentation on workflow Protein Synthesis is negligible because there are few tool invocations and they involve small files. For HybSeqPipeline and Inmembrane, the execution of the instrumented workflow is 5.7% and 3.1% more slowely than the initial workflow, respectively. SPROUTS runs 12.1% more slowely. Note that SPROUTS uses an internal timer to determine when it may exit -this obscures the actual runtime. For Pycoevol, the instrumented workflow is 51.8% more slowely that its non-instrumented version while the instrumented version of miR-PREFeR runs 815.3% more slowely than before instrumentation. The poor performance of instrumented workflows is principally caused by repeated IO access for logs and hashing the filesystem. Workflows that generate many files, or large files, are likely to be the slowest. However, because an instrumented workflow is needed only once to generate logging information, not as a permanent refactoring, these execution times are acceptable.
Performance
The only step that is not dependent of the input chosen to produce the dataflow graph is the instrumentation of the workflow. The time required to produce the instrumentation of the workflow is shown in the column I of Table 4 . The third column lists the time for the dataflow construction algorithm to execute once the instrumented workflow is executed. The times corresponding to the production of the abstract data dependency graph from the dataflow graph are listed in column A. The abstraction of repetition is quick, indeed the times in column A also include the time required to write DOT files at each stage of processing. For Pycoevol and miR-PREFeR, the dataflow construction is slowed because of missing dataflow information. This causes worse case runtime in some internal procedures. The sum of the times recorded in columns D and A correspond to the total time required to convert the instrumented execution trace on the sample input to an abstract data dependency graph.
Conclusions
In this paper we present the WISE method and report on its application on several legacy scientific workflows written in Python. The method is first useful to document legacy workflows and support their semantic indexing with a domain ontology. The WISE method provides a framework to better understand workflows and can be used to identify workflow components that may no longer be used, transform and adapt workflows, compare and store workflows, workflow reasoning [50] , optimization [51] , reuse [52] and discovery [53] .
Future work include addressing current limitations of the method. For example, the dataflow construction step can fail to capture intermingled parallelism (when two tools use the same output folder in parallel) as it was demonstrated by two of the test workflows. Another direction for improvement is to use the trace of several executions of the instrumented workflow on different inputs and merge the dataflow graphs into a common abstract skeleton. Abstract workflow skeleta produced by the WISE method can be mapped to a generic workflow formalism such as ProtocolDB where they can be index and optimized. Such indexing comprises two layers: semantic (in terms of a domain ontology) and tool-based using a semantic map of bioinformatics resources. We expect to automate the indexing of workflows to support their comparison, versioning, retrieval and optimization. The next step will be to translate the optimized workflow obtained by reasoning on the abstract workflow back to a transformation of the concrete datagraph which can be executed. Updates will be posted at http://bioinformatics.engineering.asu.edu/WISE .
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